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Abstract In this research, we have investigated improvement in the accuracy and robustness of phoneme
recognition by refining posterior features extracted from single stream cepstral features. The refinement
process is done using Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) in a cascaded structure. The combination of frame
posterior feature vectors, along with the entropy of each frame, as a confidence measure of posterior
vectors, in the context window, is used to train a refiner MLP for estimating a new phoneme posterior
feature set with the advantage of more accuracy and robustness. The confidence measure, as an
informative feature, would enhance the refinerMLP performance in the correction ofmisclassified frames.
The refinerMLP alsomodels language level phonetics and lexical knowledge, using embedded information
in the phoneme posteriors of a large context window. The suitability of these refined posterior features is
evaluated on the tandem connectionist structures. Results show a significant improvement in both frame
classification and phoneme recognition rates on the TIMIT acoustic and phonetic corpus compared to
standard posterior features.
© 2012 Sharif University of Technology. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Most recently developed ASR systems are based on a stan-
dard statistical formulation of the problem that provides a gen-
erative framework. In this context, both acousticmodel training
and decoding are based on maximum likelihood criteria. Sev-
eral approaches have been proposed to develop discriminative
acoustic models. Some authors have introduced computation-
ally expensive discriminative criteria, such as Maximum Mu-
tual Information (MMI) [1] or Minimum Phoneme Error rate
(MPE) [2], for model parameter training. Some others have in-
troduced linear discriminative feature transformations, such as
HLDA [3,4] and fMPE [5]. The third group have used discrim-
inatively trained multi-layer perceptrons to be used either as
acoustic models in HMM [6–8] or as discriminative features to
be fed to ordinary HMM [9].
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Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Hybrid HMM-MLP approaches have received much atten-
tion in current ASR researches. MLPs have been used in hybrid
systems for both discriminative acoustic modeling and feature
extraction purposes. In the former case,MLPs have been used to
estimate HMM internal state observation models [6–8] and, in
the latter case, they have been used in tandemMLP-HMM/GMM
models [9]where posterior features are initially extracted using
MLP, and then standard GMMacousticmodels are trained using
these extracted posterior features.
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifiers with enough ca-
pacity can be trained to estimate a posterior probability of
phonemes, provided that enough training data exists [6,10].
Basically, a three-layer monolithic MLP with thousands of
hidden neurons is used to estimate all phoneme posteriors.
Several approaches have been examined to estimate the more
accurate and robust posterior features. One of these approaches
is based on estimating the phoneme posteriors using different
feature streams, such as PLP, MLP, MSG and RASTA, and com-
bining the obtained results. Another method uses multi-band
feature streams where separate classifiers are used for estimat-
ing the posterior streams of each auditory frequency channel.
This method is based on the findings of [11] concerning human
sub-band speech recognition where the total recognition error
of hole-band speech is equivalent to the product of individual
auditory frequency channel errors. This experiment shows that
the speech in each auditory frequency channel can be processed
individually, and then posteriors can be merged. Having esti-
mated the posterior streams of all channels or all feature types,
these individual streams should be combined to result in a final
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rior combination methods have been proposed in the literature
as listed below.
a. Simple combination rules, such as sum or product [12].
The use of sum or product is conditioned to the statistical
independence assumption of the posterior streams.
b. The weighted sum of posterior streams using confidence
measures like inverse-entropy [13,14]. In this method
posterior streams can be adaptively combined according to
some confidence measures.
c. Using the Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence [15,16],
which is a generalized Bayesian framework for information
fusion [17].
d. Applying a data driven combiner classifier on posterior
streams. The use of this combination style depends on the
amount of available training data [16].
Despite the above methods, in this paper, we do not consider a
posterior combination, but our goal is rather to refine a single
posterior stream using a context window of posteriors and
some confidence measures of that stream.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the baseline posterior features and their theoretical
background are discussed. Some improved approaches to MLP
posterior features from the literature are explored in Section 3.
Section 4 deals with the proposed posterior improvement
method. Experimental results on TIMIT acoustic and phonetic
corpus are presented in Section 5, and finally the work is
concluded in Section 6.
2. MLP feature extraction
The ASR problem is usually formulated as a statisticalmodel.
The labels are a sequence of acoustic units, W , defined on a
dictionary of words (or other language units, such as phonemes
or triphones). The total process involves maximizing the
posterior probability, P(W |X), of the label sequence, Wˆ , given
the acoustic observation sequence, X , where the most probable
word sequence is determined as W = argmaxW {P(W |X)}.
Using the Baye’s theorem, this posterior criterion can be
factorized to:
P(W |X) = p(X |W )P(W )
p(X)
. (1)
In Eq. (1), p(X |W ) is the word sequence likelihood, which is
calculated using acoustic models. The term P(W ) depends on
the high level structures of the language and is commonly
calculated using statistical language models, such as bigrams
or trigrams. In state-of-the-art systems, acoustic models are
usually trained and evaluated using a Maximum Likelihood
(ML) criterion, which maximizes P(X |W ) on a training speech
corpus. Cepstral features, such as MFCC or PLP, together
with the first and second order derivatives (∆ and ∆2) are
dominantly used as acoustic observation X in ASR systems.
Bourlard and Morgan [6] and Bernardis and Bourlard [7]
have proposed a hybrid HMM/ANN in ASR that works on
posterior based acoustic modeling. Instead of training likeli-
hood models p(X |mi) for acoustic units, mi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,
the method uses the posterior probability, P(mi|X). The acous-
tic unit,mi, may be a word, syllable, phoneme or internal states
of a left to right HMM. Bourlard [6]considered phonemes asacoustic units and posterior based HMMmodelmi was consid-
ered for each phoneme. The model posterior probability can be
written as [18]:
P(mi|X) =

qT1
P(qT1,mi|X)
=

qT1
P

qT1 |X

P(mi|qT1, X)
=

qT1
P(qT1 |X)P

mi|qT1

, (2)
where the HMMmodel,mi, has Q states [s1, s2, . . . , sQ ] and T is
the number of processed speech observation frames during the
recognition of mi. The summation in Eq. (2) is over all possible
state sequences, qT1 = [q1, q2, . . . , qT ], of HMM during the pro-
cessing of observation sequence X = [x1, x2, . . . , xT ]. Among
the two factors,

qT1
P(qT1 |X) and P(mi|qT1), the first depends on
the acoustic observation sequence and the second depends on
the assumptions considered in the model definition. Using the
joint probability properties, Eq. (2) may be rewritten as:
P (mi|X) =

qT1
P (q1|X) P (q2|X, q1)
· · · P (qT |X, q1, . . . , qT−1) .P

mi|qT1

=

qT1

T
t=1
P

qt |X, qt−11

P

mi|qT1

. (3)
The above maximum posterior method is discriminative,
relative to the maximum likelihood method. But unlike the
maximum likelihood approach, it is not possible to derive
efficient dynamic programming algorithms for the training
and probability calculation of this approach. Instead, an
approximation of (Eq. (3)) is considered to be trained using a
multi layer perceptron:
P (mi|X) ≈

qT1

T
t=1
P(qt |Xt−K , . . . , Xt , . . . , Xt+K , qt−1)

× P mi|qT1 . (4)
Instead of using the whole sequence, X , as an approximation,
a context of 2K + 1 frames around time t is used. It is
assumed that, given frames Xt−K , . . . , Xt , . . . , Xt+K and the
previous state qt−1, the current state, qt , is independent of
other frames in sequence X and other states in sequence
qt−11 . The probabilities, P(qt |Xt−K , . . . , Xt , . . . , Xt+K , qt−1), are
further approximated to be invariant, relative to the time step of
q. Finally, the set of probabilities of states inQ given observation
context window Xt−K , . . . , Xt , . . . , Xt+K and the previous state,
is usually modeled using a 3 layer feed-forward neural network
with Q outputs. Instead of modeling the posterior probability
of HMM states, the posterior probability of phonemes is usually
modeled as a variation on this approach. In most approaches,
commonly, the dependency on previous states is also ignored
and only the context windows of observations X are used as
input to a 3-layerMLP (a feed forward networkwith one hidden
layer) to estimate phoneme posterior probability. A standard
context of the K frames of acoustic features is used as the input
feature vector to the neural network. Commonly, K = 9 frames
of cepstral features are used as a standard in the same sense that
39 dimensional MFFC or PLP features are empirically standard.
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in a Maximum Likelihood (ML) Viterbi decoder as an acoustic
probability score to perform phoneme recognition. To achieve
that, the posterior probabilities are transformed to likelihoods
using the Bayesian formula:
p(x|y)
p(x)
= p(y|x)
p(y)
. (5)
In this section, we have introduced the background of a basic
method of phoneme posterior estimation, given the sequence
of acoustic observations. In the next section, several enhanced
methods in the literature for phoneme posterior estimation are
discussed.
3. MLP features improvement
A major problem of ASR systems is the degradation of
acoustic models in the presence of noise. Hybrid connectionist
approaches have been proposed to provide noise robust
acoustic features or models. MLP based posterior features have
shown more robustness in comparison with standard cepstral
features, such as MFCC and PLP. However, the accuracy and
robustness of MLP features can be further improved for both
clean and noisy conditions.
Entropy based weighting has been proposed by Misra
et al. [13] for combining multiple parallel posterior streams
derived from multi-band streams of acoustic features. They
estimate the weight of each posterior stream using the inverse
of entropy value of that stream. Since entropy is a measure of
uncertainty, the stream with a lower entropy value would get
higher weight in the posterior combination. In this paper, we
work on a single stream of acoustic features. Thus, instead of
using the entropy of multi-streams of posteriors, the entropy
of the posterior features of consecutive frames in a context
window is used as the weighting feature in the refiner MLP. It
would result in a robust estimation of the posterior probability
of the center frame of the context window.
Faria and Morgan [19] improved tandem acoustic modeling
by introducing corrected tandem features before training
acoustic models. The linear activations at the output neurons of
the MLP classifier were modified according to known reference
labels. Where necessary, the activation of the output unit
corresponding to the correct phone label was increased to that
of the wrong maximum output, in order to make an accurate
classification of training frames. This simple modification
before HMM/GMM Viterbi training, significantly improved
phoneme recognition of acoustic models on not corrected
DARPA eval04, eval06 test sets.
Pinto et al. [20] and Ketabdar and Bourlard [21] have
investigated the effect of contextual information in the
improvement of phoneme recognition in a tandem ANN/HMM
speech recognition paradigm on the TIMIT dataset. They have
studied the effect of context modeling on two levels: feature
and phoneme posterior levels. At the feature level, they have
examined different numbers of frames in the context window
to be fed to the MLP for phoneme or state posterior estimation.
At the posterior level, they have used a combiner MLP in the
context of up to 23 phoneme posterior vectors to use contextual
information across phoneme posteriors. This work is similar
to our posterior refiner MLP in the sense that both of them
use posterior features in a second MLP to provide improved
posteriors.
The common goal of all discussed research is to improve
phoneme posterior streams for better classification accuracy,and also to transform posteriors, so that they can be better
modeled with GMM acoustic models in HMMs. In the next
section, we propose our posterior improvement algorithm,
which works based on a single feature stream.
4. Hierarchical MLP posterior refiner
We have proposed a posterior refiner mechanism, which
improves phoneme posteriors that are more robust to noisy
features. Activation outputs from the first MLP are going to be
further processed in a statistical node (see Figure 1), where
entropy across each vector is calculated. Assume Ot to be
the spectral feature vector and Pt to be its corresponding
posterior vector estimated from a context around Ot . A
context window consisting of 2K + 1 posterior frames, Ct =
[Pt−K , . . . , Pt , . . . , Pt+K ], is applied to the second stage MLP for
further processing. The entropy value of each posterior frame in
the contextwindow is also calculated to be used as a confidence
measure of posteriors in the frame:
E(k) = −
M
i=1
Pk(i). log(Pk(i))
t − K ≤ k ≤ t + K , (6)
where M is the number of phonemes and Pk(i) is the
posterior probability of phoneme i of the kth vector in the
posterior context window. We consider the entropy stream
as a confidence information stream. For each context window
of posteriors, confidence-info measures are calculated. Then,
the context Ct of posteriors, together with corresponding
confidence information, is fed to the refiner MLP. The entropy
of each posterior vector represents the amount of uncertainty in
that vector. Thus, the inverse of entropy is a proper weighting
scheme in combination with phoneme posteriors [22].
Entropy weighting has been used in previous research to
combine multiple posterior streams with adaptive weighting.
For example, in multi-stream sub-band posterior estimation,
estimated posteriors from each sub-band are combined with
the inverse entropy of streams, which provides an adaptive
weighting scheme. The argument is that under different
conditions, noise power in different sub-bands is not equal.
This holds also for non-stationary noise in which noise power
distribution changes from frame to frame. In the same manner,
we argue that using entropy from a single stream in the post
processing of that stream by a second stage MLP is beneficial
for estimation of more robust posteriors.
The proposed posterior refinerMLP also uses posterior-level
contextual information and the information across posteriors,
as in [20,21], to improve frame-level classification accuracy. But
the difference is that we introduce the entropy as the corrective
information, together with the context of posterior frames,
as input to the second stage MLP. The provided confidence
information stream helps MLP in aggregation of posterior
vectors.
As discussed, in some previous work, the entropy was used
in a simple linear weighting combination of multiple posterior
streams, while in some other work, a non-linear MLP was
used to extract and combine contextual and across phoneme
posterior information. Our unified approach takes advantages
of the two discussed approaches.
An ambiguity that may arise in analysis of the proposed
method is that MLP, as a general non-linear function estimator,
can itself estimate the entropy of posterior context frames
if they are useful in increasing the classification rate. If so,
1446 A.R. Kazemi, F. Sobhanmanesh / Scientia Iranica, Transactions D: Computer Science & Engineering and Electrical Engineering 18 (2011) 1443–1449Figure 1: HMM based speech recognition using different features. (a) Standard PLP features; (b) posterior features derived from PLP using MLP; and (c) refined
posterior features derived from MLP posteriors and a certainty measure (inverse entropy) using a second stage MLP. Models (b) and (c) reside in the tandem
ANN/HMM speech recognizers category.why should someone supply such information together with
the context window? This issue is answered by considering
the model complexity needed for estimation of any non-linear
function and also the limited number of training data. Thus in
practice, explicit calculation of a stream of useful information,
whose effectiveness has been proved, is more rational and
effective than leaving it as a goal of the learning model and
algorithm [22]. The proposed method is depicted in Figure 1, in
comparison to the baseline tandem connectionist system and
baseline HMM/GMM system.
5. Experimental results
To asses our proposedmethod,we have conducted phoneme
recognition on the TIMIT acoustic and phonetic corpus.
HMM/GMMmodels are trained using HTK [23]. MLP classifiers
are trained using ICSI QuickNet and other tools [24]. For HMM
models, three state Context Dependent (CD) acoustic models
were trained. CD tri-phone models were pruned with a tree
based state tying. MLP posterior estimators were trained in the
context of 9 acoustic frames. MLPs with different numbers of
hidden neuronswere evaluated according to a validation set. An
MLP with 1000 hidden neurons was selected from amongMLPs
with 100, 200, . . . , 1200 hidden neurons using a validation set.
Posterior streams from the MLP were processed to extract
the entropy of frames as the confidence stream. The second
stage MLP (the refiner) was trained on the posterior stream to-
gether with the confidence stream. Figure 2 demonstrates thePLP stream and two posterior probability streams (posterioro-
grams) of the baseline and refined posteriors. PLP and posterior
feature streams are shown under clean and 0dB babble noise
conditions. As shown in the figure, posterior features are more
robust against noise than PLP spectral features. Also, the re-
fined posterior stream seems cleaner than the baseline poste-
rior stream. MLPs were trained using a clean training set.
Numerical experimental results on the TIMIT corpus under
clean conditions are presented in Tables 1 and 2, in terms
of average entropy (AVG_Entropy), Frame Error Rate (FER)
and Phoneme recognition Error Rate (PER). AVG_Entropy is
the average of the entropy value of posterior vectors in the
corresponding posterior stream, calculated as AVG_Entropy =
1
Ntest
Ntest
k=1 where Ntest is the number of frames of all
utterances in the test set. The FER measure is calculated as
FER = Nerr×100Ntest where Nerr is the number of misclassified
frames. The frame classification is simply done by selecting the
phoneme with maximum posterior probability in the frame. If
the classified label is not the same as the true label of the frame,
then it is misclassified. The latest measure (PER) demonstrates
the performance of phoneme sequence recognition. Sequence
recognition is a much harder task, since there is not a
one-to-one label for each frame. Instead, the sequence of
phonemes of the utterance must be recognized. This is done
using the Viterbi decoding algorithm implemented in HTK.
Since the recognized phoneme sequence is not necessarily the
same length as the reference phoneme sequence, a complex
comparison procedure is necessary. For this, the two sequences
A.R. Kazemi, F. Sobhanmanesh / Scientia Iranica, Transactions D: Computer Science & Engineering and Electrical Engineering 18 (2011) 1443–1449 1447Figure 2: Visual inspection of PLP features (first row), MLP posteriors (second row) and refined MLP posteriors (third row) in (a) clean speech, and (b) noisy speech
(contaminated with 0 dB babble noise). This reveals that posterior features are less sensitive to noise relative to PLP features and that refined posteriors are cleaner
than baseline posterior streams under both clean and noisy conditions.Table 1: Description of the four feature types that are used in the tandem-based TIMIT phoneme classification and recognition experiments.
Feature type Description # Input # Feats
PLP PLP features (13 static+ 13∆+ 13∆∆) – 39
Std posteriors
MLP with 1000 hidden neurons
9× 39 = 351 40Input: CW = 9 frames of PLP stream
Output: Estimated posterior of phonemes
Refined posteriors 1 MLP with 1000 hidden neurons
17× 40 = 680 40[22] Input: CW = 17 frames of Std posteriors
[21] Output: Estimated posterior of phonemes
Refined posteriors 2 (proposed method)
MLP with 1000 hidden neurons
17× 40+ 17 = 697 40Input: CW = 17 frames of Std posteriors+ Entropy of this frames
Output: Estimated posterior of phonemesare aligned, using a standard dynamic programming algorithm
(NIST standard), which minimizes the edit distance between
two sequences. Having aligned the sequences, the number of
phoneme Insertions (I), Deletions (D) and Substitutions (S),
relative to the reference phoneme label, is used to calculate the
PER as:
PER = I + D+ S
Ntest
× 100. (7)
We have used the HTK HResult scoring utility, which is based
on the NIST standard, to calculate PER for different methods.
In Table 1, four feature types (including the proposed method)
used in phoneme recognition experiments are briefly described.
This table summarizes the size, and input and output streams
of MLPs that are used in eachmethod. The experimental results
of phoneme classification and recognition, when using baseline
methods and the proposed method, are presented in Table 2.
Results of the first three rows (baselinemethods) are consistent
with other research e.g. [22,21] on the TIMIT dataset, and the
last row (the proposedmethod) shows significant improvement
relative to baseline methods. The AVG_Entropy and FER scores
are not relevant for the PLP stream, since it does not have a
posterior probability nature.
To evaluate and compare the robustness of the discussed
and proposedmethods under noisy conditions, four noise types
(babble, factory1, f16 and pink) from NOISEX 95 real world
noise at five SNR levels (20, 15, 10, 5, 0 (dB)) are added toTable 2: Average entropy, frame error rate and phoneme error rate on
TIMIT clean test set for different feature streams. Phone error rates are from
context dependent tied-state triphone HMM/GMMmodels.
Feature type AVG_Entropy FER PER
PLP – – 29.2
Std posteriors 1.2 30.1 28.7
Refined posteriors 1 0.9 27.9 27.5
Refined posteriors 2 0.7 27.2 26.5
the TIMIT test set. In this experiment, MFCC features are also
evaluated to compare its robustness under noisy conditions
compared to PLP features. Context dependent triphone HMM
models, with three states and state level parameter tying using
a question tree, are trained on all feature types using the
TIMIT train set. All models are trained under clean conditions.
Recognition parameters, like language model, weight and
phone insertion penalty, are optimized on the clean validation
set. Phoneme recognition is performed under clean and 20
noisy conditions (4 noise types × 5 SNR levels). Results of
TIMIT phoneme recognition for all methods in different SNRs
averaged over 4 noise types are shown in Figure 3. The summary
results for all methods averaged over noise types and SNRs are
compared in Figure 4.
Table 3 compares the computation complexity of the three
phonemeposterior estimationmethods discussed above. In this
table, the Presentation Per Second (PPS)measure is the number
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standard cepstral features (MFCC and PLP) are comparedwith Std posterior and
refined posterior features. Posterior features are derived from PLP stream.
Figure 4: Average accuracy using TIMIT core test set over 4 noise types and
five SNR levels. Results are demonstrated from four TIMIT phone recognition
experiments using PLP,MFCC, standard posterior and refined posterior features.
Phoneme recognition is performed in a tandemMLP-HMM/GMM approach.
Table 3: Comparison of computation complexity of the three posterior
estimation methods.
Posterior estimator # weights PPS ×RT
Std posteriors: Primary MLP 392× 103 4420 44.2
Refined posteriors 1: 2nd MLP 721× 103 2400 24.0
Refined posteriors 2: 2nd MLP 738× 103 2345 23.5
of acoustic frames that are passed through the MLP in each
second, and the K × RT measure shows that the MLP can
perform K times faster than Real Time. The reported numbers
are based on experiments using the QuickNet V3.20 package
on a laptop running Linux/Fedora 13, with an Intel 2.66 GHz
(base clock) Core i7 4 MB cache processor. Since the order of
computation complexity of both forward and backward passes
is linear (O(n)) in terms of the number of connection weights
(n), the speed results are just reported in the forward pass. The
backwardpass hasmore complexity relative to the forwardpass
in all methods. The relative speed of methods in the backward
pass is the same as the forward pass according to the linearity
of the computation complexity in both passes.6. Conclusion and future works
In this work, we proposed the idea of using a confidence in-
formation stream, together with a context of phoneme poste-
rior features, to improve and refine posteriors. The proposed
method also uses contextual and cross phoneme posterior in-
formation. The method exploits longer period (about 200 ms)
from the posterior stream, which allows the capturing of higher
level linguistic and phonetic knowledge. It also reduces the ef-
fect of non-stationary noise by exploiting the confidence infor-
mation provided for each frame, such that frames with high
entropy are less important in posterior calculation.
Experimental results show that the refined posterior fea-
tures using this approach are more accurate under clean con-
ditions and more robust against noise. The refined posterior
streams have reduced average entropy, improved frame classi-
fication accuracy and, when used as features in tandem phone
recognition using tied-state triphone HMMs, result in lower
phoneme error rates.
The results presented in Table 3 reveal that including the
inverse entropy of posterior vectors of the context frames as
an informative feature for the second stage MLP has a minor
impact on computation complexity. The method proposed
in this paper (Refined Posterior 2) works with 97.7% speed
of the method that does not include entropy-based features
(Refined Posterior 1) while its FER and AVG_Entropy and PER
performances (in Table 2) are significantly improved.
The proposed method can also be used in combining
multiple feature streamswhere contextwindows frommultiple
streams, together with corresponding confidence streams, are
fed to a combiner MLP that calculates improved posterior
features. In such cases, the confidencemeasures help the second
stageMLP to calculate improvedposteriors by consideringmore
confident vectors across time in each stream and also across
feature streams.
Further research is necessary to determinemore informative
confidence information (beside the entropy) from posterior
streams. Also, instead of usingMLP as a learningmachine, some
algorithmic refinement methods can be checked for possible
improvements with much lower computation costs.
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